Development of the robust yet practical tissue culture systems for vascular grafting is one of the major challenges for biomedical engineering. The following questions should be solved in priority: (1) flexibility of the tissue reservoir allowing dynamic stretching, (2) seeding of cells and extraction of tissues should be easy and safe, (3) system must allow morphological observation in real time, (4) maintenance of metabolic activity of tissues should be performed automatically. In our study, we attempted to solve these problems designing in vivo-like culture chamber made of PDMS, and developed an integrated system with a perfusion bioreactor and a small digital microscope. We developed disposable cell chamber with following qualities: transparent, autoclave-sterilizable, non cell-adhesive, and having low autofluorescence. The polyacetal mold made it possible to prepare a chamber hosting the tissue of the desired shape and size. In our case, a porous tube made from PTFE was fixed inside the chamber and tubular cell culture space was prepared for loading of preformed cell spheroids. Perfusion of the media within the porous tube continuously supplied the nutrients and oxygen to the spheroids. Growth and fusion of the cell spheroids inside the chamber can be observed real time by the small digital microscope and analyzed retrospectively by time-laps movies. We loaded batches up to 900 goat fibroblast spheroids into the system; growth, development and morphological fusion of the spheroids were followed out for 10 days. Removal of the tissue without disturbing its structural integrity was possible, and histological analysis revealed reasonable fusion degree between spheroids, and 72.5 % cell survival rate as estimated by TUNEL staining. In conclusion, our system has the basic performance necessary for culturing cell spheroids for tissue-engineered vascular graft.
Introduction
Peripheral Arterial Disease is a vascular disease leading to shortage of the blood flow to the peripheral part due to stenosis or obstruction of mainly the lower extremities artery, leading to painful walking disturbance. Symptom severity and treatment were classified (Norgren et al., 2007) , and in case of stage III or IV (high severity), catheter treatment or bypass surgery is to be applied for revascularization (Hirsch et al., 2006) . Catheter treatment requires inserting a balloon catheter to a stenosis or an occlusive part of an artery and inflating it. After the balloon catheter is removed, that part becomes wider and the blood flow can be improved (Fogarty et al., 1971) . In order to prevent restenosis of the expanded part, the stent may be placed in the artery in some cases (Goode et al., 2013) . Alternatively, in bypass surgery, blood flow is secured by anastomosing a blood vessel (Bradbury et al., 2005) . However, depending on the patient, these treatments may be difficult or risky. At the artery of the lower extremities, calcium may accumulate in the medial part of the blood vessel, and the blood vessels become affected by ossification and calcification (Niskanen et al., 1990) . As the calcification progresses, the elasticity of the blood vessel is impaired, therefore expansion of the blood vessel by catheter treatment may cause the blood vessel to rupture (Conte et al., 2015) .
Kazutomo BABA*, Andrey MIKHAILOV** and Yoshiyuki SANKAI** , *** Also, often in the patients with peripheral arterial disease, other blood vessels in their body are likely to be affected by stenosis as well (Rooke et al., 2012) , which makes it difficult to harvest a healthy vein necessary for bypass surgery. Vascular graft therapy based on tissue engineering is a treatment option in such a case (Sugiura et al., 2017) . For that, the vascular endothelial cells and smooth muscle cells of the patients are to be collected and cultured outside the body. Then the tissue has to be reconstructed into a new blood vessel to replace the stenosis part. Such blood vessel is called a tissue engineered vascular graft (TEVG), and various reports constructing TEVG described (Pashneh-Tala et al., 2015) . Historically approach was started with the consecutive wraps of cell sheets without help of scaffolds or support matrices (L'heureux et al., 1998) . Then, various methods have been proposed such as micro tissue agglutination in which micro structures such as spheroids are seeded and agglutinated in a tubular mold (Smith et al., 2004) , a 3D cell printer in which spheroids are pierced into a needle and laminated (Moldovan et al., 2017) , or a gel-like support structure in which cells are wrapped and stacked (Norotte et al., 2009) . In particular, the micro tissue agglutination method is promising for clinical applications (Mironov et al., 2009) due to possibility to construct tissues without cell damage, simplified processing steps, lower price and modest requirements for facilities and personnel.
Previous studies of the microstructure agglutination method utilized the spheroids formed by hanging drop culture from human artery-derived fibroblasts and human umbilical vein endothelial cells. Cells were placed in molds and cultured for 14 days under pulsatile flow. As a result, spheroids fused and a confluent tube shape could be constructed (Kelm et al., 2010) . This approach demonstrates the great potential of bottom-up tissue culture at the appropriate biomimetic environment for TEVG production. However, there is still a room for development of culturing systems considering practicality.
Main purpose of the automatic culture system so far is to maintain cellular metabolism of high density cell culture during automatic maturation or secretion of compounds of interest (Chen et al., 2006) . For that reason, in previous studies the media flow control has been implemented (Song et al., 2012) . Problems to be solved include not only automatic maintenance of the metabolic activity of the cultured tissue, but also expanding the variability of the tissue shapes, improving system operability such as seeding or extraction of tissue, and morphological observation in real time.
In current study, we proposed and developed a combined automated culture system integrating the in vivo-like culture chamber, a perfusion bioreactor and a small digital microscope. In addition, spheroid culture experiment confirmed that this system has basic performance necessary for culturing tissue engineered vascular graft from preformed spheroids.
Materials and methods

In vivo-like PDMS chamber
The configuration of the in vivo-like PDMS chamber for making TEVG using spheroids is shown in Fig.1 . The chamber consisted of a housing, a porous tube, a tube fixing block and some luer connectors. The housing and the tube fixing block were made from PDMS (Sylguard 184 Silicone Elastomer / Dow Corning), the porous tube was made of PTFE (TB-0201 / SUMITOMO ELECTRIC FINE POLYMER, INC.) and the luer connectors (ISO 80369-7:2016) were made of polypropylene. Since all the materials constituting the chamber have high heat resistance, the sterilization by autoclave was selected. Disposable use in the medical and cell culture fields, makes it preferable to utilize low cost vacuum casting of PDMS if the molds.
The tubular culture space formed inside the chamber between the porous tube and the housing is shown in Fig.2 . In our study, we chose dimensions similar to a femoral artery from an adult miniature pig. The height of the cylindrical portion of the housing was set to 10 mm, the inner diameter was set to 3 mm, and the outer diameter of the porous tube was set to 2 mm. Therefore, the tubular space had wall thickness of 0.5 mm, allowing spheroids to be stored in one to several layers depending on their size. The method of packaging the spheroids into the culture space is shown in Fig.3 .
When the spheroids are cultured in a sealed chamber, the cell density inside the chamber becomes rather high. Supply of nutrient and oxygen cannot satisfy needs of consumption by simple diffusion as in stationary culture, and cells may lose viability (Freyer et al., 1988) . Our chamber was designed to maintain the metabolic activity of the cells by perfusion of media through internal porous tube. The wall of the porous tube fixed at the center acts like a semipermeable membrane, and nutrition and oxygen can be exchanged by the concentration gradient between the inside of the tube and the culture space. While nutrients and oxygen are consumed by cells in the culture space, they feed by flow from the inside of the circulation tube to the culture space. On the contrary, the waste products generated by cell metabolism are removed from the culture space back to the circulation tube.
For transplanting the constructed TEVG, it is necessary to make its dimensions as close as possible to the diameter
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Tube fixing block Luer connector and the length of the target blood vessel. The housing outside of the culture space was made by injecting PDMS into a mold obtained by cutting a polyacetal resin. Since the linear shrinkage rate of the PDMS at the time of curing is 1.7% (70 degrees at a ratio of 1:10) (Madsen et al., 2014) , the volume hardly changes. The mold transferability was as expected, allowing accuracy of ± 5 µm. Our manufacturing method of the housing also brings an advantage in the flexibility of the fabricated tissue shape. By changing the processing shape of the housing mold, it is possible to set the diameter arbitrarily, in correspondence with length and the wall thickness of the tissue to be replaced. The constructed tissue can be easily evacuated from the chamber due to the elasticity of the PDMS, so not only simple tube-like shapes can be grown, but also advanced complex structures like branched or tapered shapes become possible to produce. Since PDMS used as a material for the housing is transparent and has low autofluorescence (Mata et al., 2005) , it is possible to observe the morphology of forming tissue from the outside in continuous manner in passing through, reflected or fluorescent light without removing the tissue from the chamber. Designed chamber is soft, allowing to cut the housing part with a scalpel (as shown in Fig. 4 ) to complete the extraction of the formed tissue. Essentially, both PDMS and PTFE, which is the material of the porous tube, are chemically stable and do not provide adherence to cells (Fuard et al., 2008) (Pu et al., 2002) helping removal of undamaged tissues after transecting the chamber.
Combined automated culture system
Our system consists of an in vivo-like PDMS chamber for preparing TEVG and an automated culture device for maintenance of metabolic activity and self-assembly of spheroids. The overview of this system is shown in Fig.5 , and Fig.5 The overview of the complete system: Combined automated culture system consists of a circulation pump, a drain pump, a control unit, a gas exchange unit, a small digital microscope, silicon tubes, media reservoir, waste container, flow stoppers, and a tray. Fig.6 . The culture device automatically exchanges the media and allow to observe and log the morphology of forming tissue. It consists of a circulation pump, a drain pump (both WPM2-P3BB-CP / Welco), a control unit, a gas exchange unit, a small digital microscope (3R-WM401WIFI / 3R Systems Corp), connecting silicon tubes, media reservoir, waste container, flow stopper, PC, and tray. During operation, the device is placed inside a CO2 incubator. The size of this device is 300 mm in length, 240 mm in width and 100 mm in height, and it fits within the size of a conventional incubator.
The control unit can change the flow rate of the media by PWM control. The media is supplied to the chamber from the reservoir by the circulation pump continuously in closed path and returned to the reservoir. It is possible to sample out the media from the circulation by the waste pump. The control unit has a Wi-Fi communication function, and it is possible to operate the flow rate from anywhere on the same network. In developing a cell culture device, it is important to automate all operations for future integration through IoT in order to alleviate the burden on people and prevent contamination due to human intervention in operation.
The gas exchange unit consists of a silicon tube of about 2 m long wrapped around the supporting stand, and is connected between the reservoir and the chamber. Since silicon has reasonable gas permeability (Robb 1968) , the media passing through the unit, delivers oxygen to cells in the chamber as well as stabilize carbon dioxide level necessary for maintenance of pH buffer capacity of the culture media.
The small digital microscope photographs the spheroids stacking in the chamber, and the obtained images can be monitored on the external PC in real time. By capturing a still image every ten minutes and assembling them as a time lapse movie, we confirm and analyze the changes of the organization and the degree of fusion of spheroids over time. Wi-Fi connection makes it is possible to check the obtained images remotely when the unit is connected to the network.
Method for removing air bubbles
In the early stages of design, the chamber had only a single inlet. However, during culturing for several days with the media filled in the PDMS chamber, as shown in Fig.7 , air was accumulated in the chamber up to the point when the Fig.6 Our system consists of an in vivo-like PDMS chamber for preparing TEVG and an automated culture system for maintenance of metabolic activity and self-assembly of spheroids. The media is supplied to the chamber from the reservoir by the circulation pump continuously in closed path and returned to the reservoir. cells were exposed to the air border. We believe air accumulation happened because of environmental changes in atmospheric air pressure, the factor hard to control in a simple system.
When the cells are directly exposed to the air surface, the surface tension affects the physiological functions (Velez-Suberbie 2013) and hampers media circulation. Therefore, the design was changed by addition of the second outlet on the side of the container, as shown in Fig.8 . After placing the spheroids, the side inlet of the PDMS chamber was connected to the T-connector under the porous tube connected from the circulation pump; so, a small amount of the media circulates from the additional outlet to the reservoir. As a result, gas accumulated in the upper part of the chamber can be purged back to the reservoir with the flow of the media. Since the media passes through the inlet and outlet of the chamber at a low speed, there is no influence of the flow on the spheroid stack, and the situation when the spheroids may disintegrate and flows out from the container does not occur. By these contrivances, it is possible to achieve both convenience of spheroid seeding into the chamber and stable automatic culture after.
Isolation of primary cells
For pilot study, in order to confirm the basic performance of the system we selected fibroblasts cells which are known for producing the extracellular matrix (Kendall et al., 2014) . Goat carcass was obtained from local butcher for surgery practice. One centimeter long area of spinal cord was removed for cell isolation at levels T11 after complete Fig.7 When the chamber was equipped with only a single inlet, air was accumulated in the chamber up to the point when the cells were exposed to the air border, culturing for several days with the media filled in the PDMS chamber.
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To reservoir Almost all of the media A small volume media Removed air bubble Fig.8 After placing and primary settlement of the spheroids, the side flow from reservoir is allowed periodically. By that, gas accumulated in the upper part of the chamber can be purged back to the reservoir with the flow of the media. 
Cell culture and spheroid formation
To prepare the spheroids, Monolayer cultures of goat fibroblasts were trypsinized and 200µl of cell suspension (10 4 -10 5 cells / ml of F-12K supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum) was placed into each well of 96-well-plates (MS-9096V / SUMITOMO BAKELITE CO., LTD.) and left overnight in CO2 incubator at 37°C. The diameter of primary formed spheroids varied between 450 and 500 µm depending from the initial number of cells in suspension. (Fig.9) 
Spheroids culture with system
Goat fibroblast spheroids were transferred from a 96-well plate to a V-shaped tray (00-88-TY / NICHIRYO) by a multi-channel pipette (00-NPM-8LP / NICHIRYO), collected with a syringe and injected via the inlet on the side of the housing into the chamber. The media was aspirated from the outlet under the porous tube into the internal space of the chamber by negative pressure, so spheroids were packed inside the chamber. The spheroids were stacked on the bottom of the chamber in 2 layers. Spheroid incubation was carried out for one week. In order to confirm the survival of the cells, the tissue at the end of the culture was stained with Calcein AM / Ethidium and fluorescence observation was carried out with an inverted microscope (Nikon eclips Ti) from the outside of the chamber through transparent walls.
To exercise the full capacity of the developed cartridge we loaded it with about 900 fibroblast-derived spheroids in two batches and cultured them for 10 days to complete their fusion and maturation. At the end of the experiment the cartridge was perfused with 60ml of PBS at 1 ml/min, disassembled and the resulting tubular cell aggregate measured and photographed. Extraction was achieved by crosscutting the cartridge bellow and above central tube holders, careful retracting of the central tube, additional cutting of the cartridge near the borders of formed tissue and extruding the cell assembly immersed under isotonic solution.
Histological analysis
Tissues removed from the chamber were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate buffer for 20min at +37°C. Fixed tissues were sent for processing to New Histo Science Laboratory Co., Ltd., where they were embedded in paraffin, cut and stained with HE and by TUNEL method. Images were taken with microscope (BZ-9000 / KEYENCE). The HE stained specimen was used to evaluate morphological changes such as cell growth and fusion of spheroids. The number of TUNEL-positive cells was counted in several fields of view, the average survival rate of the cells in the tissue was calculated. 
Sterility and leakage evaluation
The media in circulation and in reservoir remained sterile for the complete duration of the pilot blank experiment. Injection of spheroids and reconnection of the luer-connectors at the chamber inlet did not affect the aseptic condition. We did not register any media leakage from the tube connection part, the chamber body, or the pump. Fig.10 shows the sequential changes of spheroids morphology observed from the start to the end of the incubation acquired by the small digital microscope of our system. We can see that fusion starts at about 70hr from the inoculation, and by the week time no individual spheroids can be recognized macroscopically. Fig.11 shows the result of terminal staining with Calcein AM / Ethidium in the chamber. Most of the individual cells stacked into pores in the central tube appeared to be red (Ethidium positive, dead), while cells in the fused cell mass blue (Calcein AM positive, alive). We can see some diffuse red staining coming from the ghosts of the spheroids (dashed circle) hinting at some cell death level in formed tissue. Fig.10 The sequential changes of spheroids morphology observed from the start to the end of the incubation acquired by the small digital microscope; scale bar illustrate resolution: (A) 3th day, (B) after a week. 
Maturity process and tissue formation
Tubular structure formation and tissue removal
The result of tubular structure formation using the full capacity of the developed chamber and the tissue after removal from the cartridge are shown in Fig.12 . When the porous tube was removed from the PDMS chamber, the tissue retained its tubular structure. Despite the constant thickness of the gap between the chamber and the porous tube, there was a slight diversity in the degree of cells self-assembly and the wall thickness of the tubular tissue. The tissue was not adhered to the chamber and we achieved safe removal of the formed tissue by pushing it out while holding the cartridge.
Histological analysis
The results of HE staining are shown in Fig.13 . It is possible to recognize circular shapes from spheroids inside the formed tissue at lower magnification, however, image of higher magnification from the area between former spheroids shows no distinguishable borders and even cell distribution. The results of TUNEL staining are shown in Fig.14. Although most of the cells were clearly TUNEL negative, the number of cells in the center and on a peripheral layer are positive. Table 1 shows the numbers of survived cells, dead cells and survival rate in the TUNEL stained images. 
Discussion
The design of bioreactor systems should mimic actual physiological conditions optimal to cultured cells (Zhao et al., 2016) . The current state-of-the-art in the bioreactor for TEVG purposes should include systems capable maintaining cell metabolism, deliver physical stimulation by pulsatile flow, monitor and control thereof. Metabolism maintenance is achieved by supplying nutrients and oxygen. For example, basic hollow fiber membrane bioreactor provides mass exchange between supply and cells resembling shapes of the blood vessel (Ciechanowska et al., 2016) . The medium supply in the perfusion bioreactor with pulsatile flow can simulate the actual biomechanical environment by applying shear stress to the cells (Williams and Wick, 2005) . The final aim of the bioreactor is to provide an optimal 
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environment by adaptive adjustment of the culture parameters and to construct the tissues ready for transplantation (Couet and Mantovani, 2012 ). An integrated vascular bioreactor system was able to maintain a stable condition as well as to mimic the physiological mechanical stimulation with fluid flow variation was designed (Song et al., 2012) . While following the functions of existing bioreactors, our bioreactor has been developed de novo as a compact and simple automatic culture system that provides new opportunities for clinical application.
In clinical or production-scale biotechnology facilities, a number of disposable bioreactors have been suggested (D. & R. Eibl, 2009 ). Disposable bioreactors have advantages such as high flexibility, easy handling, low risk of cross contamination and saving time and cost, which are ascribed to sterility of the culture container (Eibl et al., 2010) . On the other hand, problems limiting use of current disposable bioreactors arise from insufficient plastic material strength and scalability (D. & R. Eibl, 2009 ). Our PDMS chamber was able to provide adequate sterile environment without any media leakage, it had sufficient strength and sealability to withstand water pressure. In addition, since the whole system is compact and can be used in almost any facility having a CO2 incubator, it can be suggested as a solution for novice users. Although vacuum casting of PDMS is hardly suitable for large volume cell culture, it has necessary scalability for limited size tissue culture such as vascular graft. Disposable PDMS chamber is easy to cut and to perform injury-free tissue removal.
One of the barriers to the creation of functional tissues is the inability to monitor the dynamics of complex maturation processes in real time. An approach combining catheter-based optical coherence tomography (OCT) imaging and quartz wall bioreactor providing structure information of blood vessels tissue in culture was developed (Gurjarpadhye et al., 2013) . That approach utilizes several layers of cells with a scaffold, however, with spheroids it is necessary to prepare a tubular mold, which may obscure the observation. Use of transparent PDMS on the housing part and installing a small digital microscope on the outside, allow our system to observe and analyze the process of tissue assembly and to choose a point of tissue readiness. The process is shown in Figure 10 , spheroids after a week of cultivation in the chamber shifted their original spherical contour towards integration into a solid tissue. During this process, we observed the spheroids spreading in the culture space inside the chamber were stacked and gather around the porous tube. The cells of the spheroids cannot adhere to the walls of the PDMS housing and feeding tube and depend on attachment to each other within the culture space. Also, nutrients and oxygen diffused from the media passing through the porous tube are at highest availability when the distance from the tube is short. This is creating more viable environment attracting the cells.
The final state of the cells in the chamber before tissue removal is shown in Fig.11 . Limited number of cells have broken off from the spheroids (indicated by blue dots in the figure) and have survived while clogging the feeding tube pores in some distance from the tissue border. If we would be seeding separate cells into the chamber instead of spheroids, it is expected that many more pores of the feeding tube will be filled with cells and massive clogging will occur. In that case, even if the cells stacked on the bottom of the container succeeded in adhering via the extracellular matrix of each other, they could die before being organized due to lack of nutrition and oxygen supply from the clogged feeder. Considering this, it is beneficial to prepare cells for cartridge loading as spheroids in which cells are already pre-adhered to each other to some extent. Since spheroids are larger in diameter than the pores of the feeding tube, and clogging does not occur on high scale, the resulting tissue can be formed without stress of hypoxia and malnutrition.
Histological observation of the stained tissue shown in Fig.13 , confirmed that the spheroids inside the tissue are fused together and integrated into more or less uniform tissue. Hence, our system has the performance to assist the fusion of spheroids inside its culture space and it satisfies one of the fundamental functions required for the spheroid culture bioreactor. Our bioreactor allows to observe the tissue from outside the chamber through clear transparent wall of the cartridge. At the beginning, the boundaries of the spheroids were clear. As the maturity progresses gradually, we could observe that the boundaries disappeared. We consider the disappearance of the spheroid boundaries as an indicator of fusion and maturation. On the other hand, our system cannot confirm the disappearance of the outline near the central tube in real time because the area is obscured by the cell mass. Therefore, histological staining was carried out, and the maturation state of the tissue outside and inside was analyzed. Comparing images (Fig.10 and Fig.13 ), the result shows that there is little-to-no difference. As a result, when the spheroid boundary disappears on the outside and the self-assembly is proceeding, it can be considered that self-assembly is under way inside the tissue as well. Therefore, when we could not distinguish the spheroids boundaries observed from the outside, it is possible to assume safely the point of achieved maturity. We can conclude that it is possible to grasp the state of maturation of the whole tissue by follow-up observation from outside without staining. We consider developing criteria for a simple image analysis index to judge whether fusion was achieved or not without sampling the vascular tissues from the chamber during cultivation for clinical application such as transplantation in the future.
When spheroids are cultured in a stationary (flowless) multiwell plate, the center of large spheroids reached 500 µm in diameter do not get enough nutrition and oxygen, and many cells die in a week time (Mueller-Klieser, 2000) . On the other hand, in our system, as shown in Fig.14 and Table. 1, about 72.5% of the cells inside the analyzed tissues have survived. If we compare it with available data on TUNEL evaluation of cell survival in different bioreactors, we can see that similar to higher TUNEL-positive values are not uncommon: 26-64% (Quesney 2001) , 20-58% (Sharp 2017 ). This fact is a good evidence that the developed automated culture device can support the survival of tissues by supplying nutrients and oxygen through the porous tube, and, perhaps, doing it better that the stationary culture. The distribution of dead cells that are positive in TUNEL staining was found more frequent near the center of the sphere and in the most peripheral layer where the spheroids were not in contact with other spheroids. It is tricky to judge whether limited cell death occurred during culture in our system or at the stage of the spheroid formation. In the future, it will be necessary to verify the influence of the size and behavior of spheroids placed into the system from the cell viability point.
Conclusion
Previous studies have reported the effectiveness of vascular tissue construction using spheroids (Kelm et al., 2010) , but the design of the bioreactor considering practicality has still much room for development. Therefore, in this study, we designed an in vivo-like disposable PDMS chamber that can offer flexibility of the tissue shape to be cultured, facilitate operability such as seeding and removal of tissues, and can maintain spheroids metabolic activity. In addition, we have developed an automated culture device that can monitor the macro-morphology of the tissue in real time while automatically circulating the media, and to analyze the degree of cell growth and fusion between spheroids continuously. Histological examination of formed tissue confirmed the spheroids fusion and satisfactory level of cell survival. Our system, therefore, has the basic performance necessary for culturing tissue engineered vascular grafts using spheroid precursors.
